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Optimizing Suboptimal Classification
Trees: S-PLUS® Propensity Score Model
for Adjusted Comparison of Hospitalized
vs. Ambulatory Patients with
Community-Acquired Pneumonia
Paul R. Yarnold, Ph.D.
Optimal Data Analysis, LLC

Pruning to maximize model accuracy (requiring simple hand computation) is applied to a classification tree model developed via S-PLUS to
create propensity scores to improve causal inference in comparing hospitalized vs. ambulatory patients with community-acquired pneumonia.
Research reported herein constitutes a thought-provoking example of a
striking misalliance between forward analytic thinking and vestige statistical tools—a condition that dominates the empirical literature today.
Modifications of ubiquitous methodological practices are suggested.

A methodologically sophisticated study conducted longer than two decades ago1 sought
“…to identify a subgroup of patients with community-acquired pneumonia (CAP) who could
be safely treated on an ambulatory basis” (p.
AS56). This nonrandomized study involved
comparing medical outcomes of convenience
samples of 265 hospitalized vs. 482 ambulatory
patients with CAP. Pretreatment differences
between hospitalized vs. ambulatory patients
were controlled by propensity score adjustment.
Seven propensity score strata having associated
hospitalization probabilities ranging from 6.5%
to 76.5% were identified vis-à-vis the S-PLUS®
classification tree algorithm.2 Analysis revealed:
“Statistically significant pretreatment imbal-

ances favoring the outpatients were found for 29
of 44 baseline variables considered; after stratification on the propensity score, only 13 of the
29 imbalances remained statistically significant
at the 0.05 level. Post hoc stratification on the
estimated propensity score consistently reduced,
but did not completely eliminate, systematic
baseline differences between ambulatory and
hospitalized patients with CAP” (p. AS56).
Figure 1 presents a schematic illustration
of the seven propensity score strata model that
the S-PLUS algorithm identified, and Table 1
summarizes the classification performance (accuracy) which was achieved when using this
six-attribute model to classify all 747 patients in
total sample “training” analysis.
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Figure 1: Original S-PLUS® Classification Tree Propensity Score Model1

Table 1: Confusion Table for Original S-PLUS
Classification Tree Model Shown in Figure 1
(Sens=Sensitivity; PV=Predictive Value)
Actual
Inpatient
Outpatient
PV

over class categories, is used to summarize the
model omnibus (overall) classification accuracy
after adjusting for (“removing”) performance
expected by chance: ESS=0 is the accuracy expected by chance; ESS=100 is perfect accuracy;
and ESS<0 is accuracy worse than expected by
chance.4 Based on Monte Carlo research5 and
applied research occurring over three decades,
the rule-of-thumb which is used to qualitatively
summarize effect strength after adjusting for
chance is: ESS<25 is a relatively weak effect;
ESS<50 a moderate effect; ESS<75 a relatively
strong effect; and ESS>75 indicates increasingly
strong classes of effect size.6-8 For the model in
Figure 1, ESS=17.76—a relatively weak effect.
Predictive value findings obtained in
training analysis reveal the model to be correct
55.19% of the time it makes a point prediction
that a specific observation is an inpatient (154
such point predictions were made), and 69.65%

Predicted
Inpatient Outpatient Sens
85
180
32.08
69
413
85.68
55.19

69.65

Sensitivity findings obtained in training
analysis reveal this model correctly classified
32.08% of 265 inpatients: this level of accuracy
compares poorly vs. chance—for which, defined
as a uniform random number, 50% accuracy is
expected.3 In contrast, 85.68% training accuracy
for 482 outpatients compares quite favorably vs.
chance. The Effect Strength for Sensitivity or
ESS index, a transformation of mean sensitivity
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when predicting an observation is an outpatient
(593 such predictions). Effect Strength for Predictive Value or ESP index, a transformation of
mean PV over class categories, summarizes the
model omnibus chance-adjusted PV for the application: unlike sensitivity, model PV varies
over base rate and is estimated for different base
rates.9 Qualitative strength of the ESP index is
determined as for ESS: here ESP=24.84, which
is marginally lower than the criterion used to
establish the lower bound for an effect having
moderate strength. In novometric theory, 95%
exact discrete confidence intervals are obtained
for the model and for chance (for all measures
of performance): overlap of CIs indicates the
absence (lack) of statistical significance.10
ESS and ESP indices assess translational
chance-adjusted accuracy obtained by the model
when it is used in actual application. Considered
from an applied perspective, a “fully-loaded”
model which explicitly maximizes empirically
achievable accuracy (ESS) offers the most
information available regarding alternative
pathways toward and away from the outcome.
However, evaluated from a theoretical
perspective such models are considered over-fit:
the sought-after model reflects both explanatory
power (strongest possible ESS) and parsimony
(fewest possible outcome strata). Theoretical
quality of an empirical model is defined in terms
of the discrepancy (distance) between achieved
vs. corresponding perfect model11, and is quantified using the D (distance) statistic which norms
ESS for parsimony: smaller values of D indicate
better combinations of accuracy and parsimony,
and D=0 indicates a perfect model (number of
strata is a function of measurement granularity
and distributions over attributes).12
For the fully-grown S-PLUS tree model,
ESS normed for parsimony is DESS= 32.41, so
32.41 additional strata having equivalent mean
ESS are needed to obtain a “perfect” model
(DPV=21.18). Every fully-grown tree model
requires optimal pruning to explicitly maximize
predictive accuracy normed vs. chance.13

Optimal Pruning to Maximize Model ESS
The optimal pruning algorithm consists of two
straightforward steps which are simple to apply
by hand. Optimal pruning is the only way to
ensure that a classification tree model explicitly
maximizes (weighted) ESS for the sample—no
matter what algorithm was employed in development.13 Optimal pruning was previously illustrated for CART and CTA tree models.14-16
Step One of optimal pruning requires
identifying all sub-branches of every emanating
branch. Imagine a left-hand branch having three
nodes: A (root), B (middle attribute), and C (end
of branch). There are two nested sub-branches:
one involving only nodes A and B (C collapsed
into B), the other involving only node A (C and
B collapsed into A). Herein the left branch with
three nodes (A, B, C) is known as “L3”; the
trimmed left branch having two nodes (A, C collapsed into B) as “L2”; and the trimmed left
branch with only one node (C and B collapsed
into A) as “L1”. Imagine also the hypothetical
tree model has a right-hand branch having two
nodes: A (the sides share the root attribute) and
D (end of the branch). The right branch having
two attributes (A, D) is called “R2”, and the
trimmed right branch having one attribute (D
collapsed into A) is called “R1”.
Step One of optimal pruning is executed
presently as shown in Figures 2A through 3C.
Figure 2A: L1 Sub-Branch and Confusion Table

Actual
Inpatient
Outpatient
40

Predicted
Inpatient Outpatient
0
67
0
288
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Figure 2B: L2 Sub-Branch and Confusion Table

Actual
Inpatient
Outpatient

Figure 2D: L4 Sub-Branch and Confusion Table

Predicted
Inpatient Outpatient
89
7
158
101

Figure 2C: L3 Sub-Branch and Confusion Table
Actual
Inpatient
Outpatient

Predicted
Inpatient Outpatient
20
47
49
239

Figure 3A: R1 Sub-Branch and Confusion Table

Actual
Inpatient
Outpatient

Actual
Inpatient
Outpatient

Predicted
Inpatient Outpatient
57
39
103
156

41

Predicted
Inpatient Outpatient
198
0
194
0
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Figure 3B: R2 Sub-Branch and Confusion Table

Actual
Inpatient
Outpatient

Step Two of the algorithm requires creating a confusion table (rows indicate actual
class category, columns indicate class category
predicted for the observation by the model) for
every unique combination of left and right subbranch. Presently there are 12 unique combinations: {L1-R1, L1-R2, L1-R3}, {L2-R1, L2-R2,
L2-R3}, {L3-R1, L3-R2, L3-R3} and {L4-R1,
L4-R2, L4-R3}. Table 1 gives integrated confusion tables and associated ESS and D statistics
for all unique combinations of left and right
branches (red fond indicates strongest effects).
Table 1: Classification Results for Every
Combination of Left (L1-L4) and
Right (R1-R3) Sub-Branch

Predicted
Inpatient Outpatient
71
127
34
160

Figure 3C: R3 Sub-Branch and Confusion Table

Actual
Inpatient
Outpatient

Predicted
Inpatient Outpatient
65
133
20
174

42

Model
L1-R1
Actual
Inpatient
Outpatient

Confusion Table
Predicted
Inpatient
Outpatient
198
67
194
288
ESS=34.5, D=3.80

Model
L1-R2
Actual
Inpatient
Outpatient

Confusion Table
Predicted
Inpatient
Outpatient
71
194
34
448
ESS=19.7, D=12.2

Model
L1-R3
Actual
Inpatient
Outpatient

Confusion Table
Predicted
Inpatient
Outpatient
65
200
20
462
ESS=20.4, D=15.6

Model
L2-R1
Actual
Inpatient
Outpatient

Confusion Table
Predicted
Inpatient
Outpatient
287
7
352
101
ESS=19.9, D=12.1
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Model
L2-R2
Actual
Inpatient
Outpatient

Confusion Table
Predicted
Inpatient
Outpatient
160
134
192
261
ESS=12.0, D=29.2

Model
L4-R2
Actual
Inpatient
Outpatient

Confusion Table
Predicted
Inpatient
Outpatient
91
174
83
399
ESS=17.1, D=29.1

Model
L2-R3
Actual
Inpatient
Outpatient

Confusion Table
Predicted
Inpatient
Outpatient
154
140
178
275
ESS=13.1, D=33.2

Model
L4-R3
Actual
Inpatient
Outpatient

Confusion Table
Predicted
Inpatient
Outpatient
85
180
69
413
ESS=17.8, D=32.4

Model
L3-R1
Actual
Inpatient
Outpatient

Confusion Table
Predicted
Inpatient
Outpatient
255
39
297
156
ESS=21.2, D=14.9

Model
L3-R2
Actual
Inpatient
Outpatient

Confusion Table
Predicted
Inpatient
Outpatient
128
166
137
316
ESS=13.3, D=32.6

Model
L3-R3
Actual
Inpatient
Outpatient

Confusion Table
Predicted
Inpatient
Outpatient
122
172
123
330
ESS=14.4, D=35.8

Model
L4-R1
Actual
Inpatient
Outpatient

Confusion Table
Predicted
Inpatient
Outpatient
218
47
243
239
ESS=31.8, D=10.7

The optimized model is the combination
of left and right sub-branches with associated
confusion table yielding maximum ESS. Seen in
Table 1, the combination L1-R1 (see Figure 4)
has greatest mean sensitivity (67.23%), yielding
ESS=34.5—a moderate effect. However, L1-R1
is not only the best empirical model—by virtue
of having lowest value of D among all models,
L1-R1 is also closest to representing a theoretically optimal solution.
Figure 4
Optimized S-PLUS Classification Tree
Propensity Score Model

In summary, a classification tree propensity score model developed using a suboptimal17
algorithm yielded relatively weak ESS; the tree
model was pruned to explicitly obtain maximum
43
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evaluation as an a priori hypothesis.18 These
points further call into question the empirical
adequacy of the dichotomized attribute.19
First, this attribute is not qualitative but
rather it reflects the lowest level of granularity
possible for an ordinal (ordered) attribute: the
“category” of <1% clearly reflects a lower value
(magnitude) than does the “category” of 1-4%.20
Second, a statistically unmotivated dichotomous split such as <1% vs. 1-4%—indeed,
any distribution (splitting) or agglomeration
(combining) of ordinal data may be incorrectly
placed and/or insufficiently granular to identify
the model yielding strongest results.21 Incorrect
clustering and separating of qualitative categories of multicategorical attributes similarly has
adverse consequences.22,23 Of course, for some
applications involving testing a priori hypotheses or performing sensitivity analyses, onetailed evaluation is integral in planned analyses
optimizing one24 or more25 objective functions.
Third, available precision of the attribute
is imbalanced below vs. above threshold. Below
threshold the estimated probability of death (or
pdeath) for Class=0 members can vary relatively
dramatically. For example a Class=0 observation with estimated pdeath=0.00999 is 99.9 times
more likely to die than another Class=0 observation having estimated pdeath= 0.0001. In contrast,
above threshold the most pdeath can vary for two
Class=1 observations is 0.004/0.001, for a maximum-possible 4-fold difference in pdeath.
Fourth, combining data for observations
drawn from heterogeneous populations—such
as patient groups which differ by two orders of
magnitude in estimated likelihood of 60-day inhospital mortality, for example—into a single
group can create Simpson’s Paradox in which
analysis of combined data can produce findings
that differ from findings obtained by the same
analysis conducted separately by group.26,27
And, while it is axiomatic that obtaining
reproducible results is crucial in programmatic
research, thus potential cross-generalizability of
a model should always be estimated—it isn’t.

possible ESS; and a single-attribute model
emerged which achieved a moderate effect in
training analysis. The attribute was probability
of death (estimated using a logistic regression
model obtained for another sample) treated as a
categorical attribute defined (<1% vs. 1-4%) on
the basis of expert (authors’) opinion.
Thus, in essence, all analyses in this and
in the original1 (prior) study—everything but the
logistic regression analysis reported two studies
ago—was superfluous?! What happened!?
Passé Methodological Factors Limiting
Model Accuracy and Threatening Internal
Validity: Methodological Recommendations
For expositional clarity and efficiency, different
components/aspects of the fully grown S-PLUS
classification tree model and the recommended
modifications are separately discussed below.
Consideration begins with the root attribute of the S-PLUS classification tree model
(Figure 1), described as assessing “estimated
probability of death.” It is important to clarify
that the study1 estimated probability of 60-day
in-hospital mortality for every patient using a
logistic regression model developed for a separate sample of patients with CAP. Patients with
a predicted probability of death greater than 4%
were eliminated because investigators believed
few clinicians would treat such patients on an
ambulatory basis (p. AS58). After discussion
investigators selected 1% to use as the threshold
value defining estimated likelihood of mortality:
each patient was scored using a binary indicator
of whether estimated probability of death was
<1% (category 0) or 1-4% (category 1).
Two points of order are proper. First, an
accurate label is needed for every attribute. For
example, for the root attribute, “prior-logisticregression-model-based estimated probability of
60-day in-hospital mortality dichotomized into
categories <1% or 1-4%” (or something more
“catchy”). Second, the opinion that few patients
with >4% estimated probability of death would
likely be treated on an ambulatory basis requires
44
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Fortuitously, the use of globally-optimal
(GO) novometric (Latin: New Measurement)
methods3,6 eliminate issues identified for the
root variable. First, redefine pdeath on the basis of
a GO-CTA model having stable classification
accuracy in one-sample “leave-one-out” (LOO)
jackknife analysis (to maximize cross-generalizability), and subsequently treat pdeath as an ordinal attribute. Enumerated-optimal CTA models
are available for Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia28,29, CAP30,31 and inhalational anthrax infection32, and provide excellent starting frames of
reference in this analysis. Second, use GO-CTA
to identify all unique CTA models in the sample
which vary by parsimony (number of strata) and
statistical power (minimum strata sample size),
and identify the model having greatest translational value (ESS) and theoretical quality (D).
The stated objective of the original study1—to
“identify a subgroup of patients” with CAP who
could be safely treated on an ambulatory basis—is modest in light of the power of optimal
methods to identify all existing subgroups at all
levels of statistically viable model granularity.
Consideration moves to the second attribute of the S-PLUS classification tree model,
a binary indicator called “College Graduate”
seen beneath and to the left of the root attribute.
This attribute is clearly ordinal, as “college”
reflects a greater amount of education than “no
college”. It may prove useful to further graduate
the response scale by adding High School as a
low-end marker of educational attainment, and
Post Graduate as a high-end. Ultimately it may
prove to be most useful to identify and measure
specific aspect(s) of “education” which serve
patients and other decision-makers in assessing
appropriate placement (inpatient vs. outpatient)
for each individual.
Consider next the binary indicator called
“Comorbidity” having response options Yes vs.
No, seen beneath and left of the College Graduate attribute. It seems unreasonable to equate
the “value” of comorbidities to predict inpatient
status: neurological comorbidities are likely

more influential in this regard than, for example,
is hypertension. Accordingly, it is a much better
idea to dummy-code the various comorbidities
in a single multicategorical attribute, and let the
CTA algorithm determine the optimal structure
underlying comorbidities if the attribute is used
in the model.33
The next attribute to consider, to the
right of and below the root attribute, is called
Living Arrangement. This attribute reflects a
2x2 factorial design: the orthogonal 2-category
(Yes, No) main effects are “Live with Others”
and “In a Private Residence”. In the model the
left path from this attribute is the interaction of
these main effects, and the right path (“other”)
is thus both main effects. The ESS of this model
would be most improved by adding an attribute
to the left branch from Living Arrangement—
which presently misclassifies 127 inpatients. As
for College Education, it may prove most useful
to identify and measure specific aspect(s) of
“lives with others” and/or of “in a private residence” which accurately predict inpatient vs.
outpatient placement of individuals.
The final attribute, a multicategorical
indicator of city of residence, may not load in a
GO-CTA model—typically involving fewer
attributes than used in Figure 1, because the
attribute city of residence may not produce
higher ESS than other attributes.
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